
Arecent request for family history infor-
mation from my grandson, Ben, has
prompted me to revisit my family his-

tory records, update my computer, and fill in
some missing gaps in order to bring things up
to date, I also discovered a need to update files
done with earlier versions of programs. I am
learning that while PDF files may be difficult
to change, they survive better over the years
than other files.

My goal is to get everything updated and
organized so I can put it on a CD. This report
will cover the single biggest missing item
which is the update on the origin and onomas-
tics of the P∏achno name. After that I have a
few items that I wrote for the Polish Genealog-
ical Society that I will either include as they are
or convert to this “report” format. Please be pa-
tient with me.

Family and Surnames

Back in May and June of 1997, I issued Re-
port #6 and Report #7 that covered the origins
and onomastics of the P∏achno name and other
names popular in our family tree. I might men-
tion that the science of onomastics is the study
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Approximately 30 miles west of Borz´cin, the
home town of the P∏achno family, is St. Mary’s
Basilica in Kraków. It dates to the 1300s but has
been rebuilt. A trumpet sounds every hour to
commemorate the 13th century trumpeter who
sounded the alarm when Mongols attacked. 



of the origins and meanings of names. I will re-
peat some of this information later but suffice
to say that Dr. Zygmunt Klimek (see Report
#6, May, 1997) in suggesting that our family
name comes from the Polish verb p∏osç which
means “to frighten away” was correct. At that
time we were under the impression that the
name started with a farmer who had the habit
of frightening away animals, people or chil-
dren. More recent research has shown that the
frightening, and hence our family name, actu-
ally took place during a battle.

To set the stage, I need to repeat material
from earlier reports. In Poland, as in other
countries of Europe, the arrival of kingdoms,
taxation, the need to organize defense and the
succession of property of nobility, all required
some way to differentiate between nobles hav-
ing the same first name. This is at least part of
the reason why kings, popes and other leaders
took a unique name. Up until about 1400 the
common method of the Polish nobles was to
indicate the names of their land holdings.
Hence, the nobleman Jan whose estate covered
the area known as Kraków would have been
known as Jan z Kraków.

However, in the 1400s the Polish nobility
began switching to adjectival names formed by
adding the suffix -ski to the name of the noble-

man’s primary estate. Hence, Jan z Kraków
now became known as Jan Krakówski. Polish
nobles without major estates took on names
based on their coat of arms, their father’s name,
their title, or some particular feature or trait.
However, most all ended in -ski because that
was the mark of nobility.

These names for the Polish nobility ending
in -ski became firmly established between the
1400s and 1600s. Once surnames became ex-
pected for the Polish nobility, wealthier non-
nobles and Polish businessmen decided they
wanted a surname too. Eventually, even the
peasants wanted surnames and by the 1700s
virtually every family in Poland had an estab-
lished surname.

As with other countries, surnames for the
merchants and peasants came from a variety
of sources including occupations, personal
traits, the location where they lived and the ex-
pected patronymics based on the name of their
father. Surnames based on the name of their fa-
ther are very popular and include Davidson,
Johnson, O’Brian, McDonald and a host of oth-
ers. The English were particularly prone to sur-
names based on occupations including Miller,
Smith, Cooper and Brewer. Even the Germans
had a few like Zimmerman (which translates
as “room man” – presumably a guesthouse
keeper). and Schmidt (Smith). 
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The old market square or Rynek in Posnan still
has much of its old world flavor. Smaller towns
like Borz´cin would have something similar but
the buildings would be smaller.

Old Town in Warsaw gives you some idea of
what some European cities looked like years ago.
Smaller towns like Borz´cin would not have had
buildings this big.



Some surnames reflected the location
where people lived such as Lee, Mount, River
and Hill. At least a few names suggested a per-
son’s size such as Small in English and the
equivalent Klein in German. The onomastics of
many Polish names in our family tree are given
in Report #7 dated June, 1997. For example, the
Cholowiak name from my mother’s side of the
family from Jas∏o could be derived from the
top of a knee boot, indicating that the family
may have been bootmakers.

Onomastics of the P∏achno Name

Back in 1997, Dr. Zygmunt Klimek who
was with the Institute for the Study of Polish
Onomastics (actually the Zak∏ad Onomastyki
Polskiej) at the Instytut Polskiego PAN in
Kraków, Poland, was gracious enough to re-
spond to my letters and comment on our fam-
ily name.

Dr. Klimek said that our P∏achno name
does not extend back into the Middle Ages. He
did not find it in the S∏ownik staropolskich nazw
osobowych do r. 1500 (a Dictionary of Old Polish
Personal Names till the year 1500). He also
checked several monographs and spoke with
colleagues at the Institute but no one could
find any information on when the name first
shows up in Polish printed records. The earli-
est I have found the P∏achno name is on church
records in the early 1700s.

He did say that the “no” ending on our
name is not unusual in Polish onomastics. It is
roughly equivalent to the “y” in English in
smarty, fatty and sneezey and means “the man
who is” or “the man who does.” Dr. Klimek
said that there are three possible explanations
for the first part of our name but that he tends
to credit the third as being the most likely.

The most obvious but least likely explana-
tion is that the first part of our name means
“flat.” The original word meaning “flat” was
flah in old-high-German and is flach in today’s
standard German. It came over into the Slavic
languages at a time when the “f” sound was
not used. Therefore the initial “f” was replaced

by a “p” or “b,” and the word came into Polish
as p∏ach.

Dr. Klimek says that the root adjective
p∏ach was never itself used in Polish but was re-
placed by p∏aski (coming from p∏a‰ski which in
turn came from the earlier Protoslavonic
p∏achski). While p∏ach itself did not survive as a
word, other words meaning flat things were
derived from it. Among these are p∏acha mean-
ing “a wide board” and p∏achta meaning a
“sheet or paper, linen, or sailcloth.” 
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This comes from European Focus Photography
and shows the Baptismal Font at the church in
Jas∏o where the Cholowiak family would have
been baptized. The church is decorated for a
forthcoming confirmation service.



While this all sounds great on paper, there
are at least three reasons why this is a very un-
likely derivation of our family name. The first
is that the adjective p∏ach is both hypothetical
and ancient, and hence any connection with a
modern name is tenuous at best. The second is
that anyone with eyes can tell that those of us
with the name Plachno did not inherit a genes
for a flat stomach. And third, the logical trans-
lation for P∏achno using this base would be “a
flat man.” The science of onomastics says that
this would not happen because it would be
more logical to say “the thin man” or “the
skinny man.”

A second alternative, interesting because
of the previous discussion on a coat of arms, is
that the first part of our name could come from
the old-Polish word plach or p∏ach which is a
breastplate for a suit of armor. Initially, this
looks like an interesting possibility what with
more than 100 castles in Poland and the main
castle of the old Polish kingdom located in
Kraków, only 30 miles west of Borz´cin. While
Dr. Klimek suggests this is a better possibility
than “flat,” there are still two reasons why it is
unlikely. First, because the use of breastplates
and armor went out of fashion before our fam-
ily name showed up. Second, because the suf-
fix “no” makes no sense in this case. How
could a man be a breastplate?

The most likely derivation of our family
name, according to Dr. Klimek, is from the
standard Polish verb p∏oszyç. In English this
translates into “to frighten away. In dialectal
use there is also a frequentive form of this verb
(p∏achaç) which translates as “to keep frighten-
ing somebody or something away.” The stem
of this verb is p∏ach-. In order to nickname
somebody who used to do the activity men-
tioned in the stem a suffix -no was added to the
base. Thus, P∏achno could be translated as “a
man who was known to frighten away.”

At that time in 1997, my assumption was
that the first P∏achno was a farmer who often
frightened away people, animals or children
for some reason. My reasoning was based on
the fact that later members of the P∏achno fam-
ily were farmers. My assumption was bad be-

cause I forgot that our family did not become
farmers until generations after they had the
P∏achno name. In earlier years our family was
involved with the Manor House in Borz´cin,
Poland. 

Chasing Away the Enemy

In more recent years I was able to get some
help with family history research in the
Borz´cin area. Obtaining information was at
least a little laborious because I had to have
help translating to and from Polish. I was able
to get copies of a few records. In addition, my
researcher also went through a history of the
Manor House in Borz´cin and found a brief
mention of the P∏achno name. While it does not
give substantial details, it does mention that
our early relative chased away the enemy in a
battle, which apparently got him the P∏achno
name and brought his family into the Manor
House.

Does this make sense? Was there a war
with a major battle close to Borz´cin? Did the
P∏achno name appear afterward? And, did our
ancestors get accepted into the Manor House?
Not only is there a “yes” to all questions but
this also helps explain other things.
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Poland has more than 100 castles. Built around
1300 by the Teutonic Knights, a German Roman
Catholic religious order, Malbork Castle is the
largest castle in the world by surface area. Cas-
tles became less important after the invention of
gunpower and the canon.



For decades there had been ongoing bat-
tles as the Turkish Ottoman armies marched
west into Europe. As early as the late 1400s
they got to Transylvania where they ran into
Vlad the Impaler and retreated. During the late
1600s there were several conflicts with the Pol-
ish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. This turned
into somewhat of a Holy War with the Islamic
Turks fighting the Christian Europeans. Pope
Innocent XI initiated a Holy League in 1684
that included the Holy Roman Empire headed
by Hapsburg, Austria, the Venetian Republic
and Poland. Russia joined in 1686.

Decades of conflict finally ended with the
battle of Podhajce in 1698 which took place in
the western Ukraine about 250 miles southeast
of Borz´cin. On September 8-9 a Polish army
of 6,000 under Field Crown Hetman Feliks
Kasimierz repelled a 14,000-man Tatar expedi-
tion under Kaplan-Girey. A few months later
the Treaty of Karlowitz was signed ending the
conflict that had gone on for decades.

You should bear in mind that warfare was
in a transition at this time. Suits of armor were
gone. They did have canon and early firearms,
but the canons were difficult to drag around
on the primitive roads. Firearms were effective
from a short distance but impossible to reload
quickly. Archers and pikemen were highly re-
garded but limited because both were difficult
to train properly. Hence, much of a standard
battle was up close and personal with what-
ever weapon you cold carry.

It does not take much thought to figure out
that during the battle our ancestor most likely
bravely chased several of the enemy away
from the Lord of the Manor or his son and pos-
sibly saved his life. This is the reason why he
got the name P∏achno, why the family went to
live in the Manor House, why following gen-
erations were named Knight of the Court or
Major Domo, and why the family was eventu-
ally given farm land.

Early P∏achno Family

To some extent this also explains some of
the “loose ends” I have been dealing with. The

earliest I have found the P∏achno name in
church records is 1708 yet there are people
who show up later with the P∏achno name. It
now looks like the lack of the P∏achno and
other names at that time is because some fam-
ilies did not have surnames. What would ex-
plain my “loose ends” is that people were born
without the P∏achno surname and later in life
took the name because of a father or brother.

Bear in mind that it was about this time
that many of the families that were neither no-
bility nor businessmen were taking surnames.
This explains how we got the name P∏achno
and why there could be confusion in some of
the records.

I have not been able to find any church
record on that first P∏achno so I do not know
his first name. I have found a sketchy record
on his son Andrzej (Andrew). He was born
about 1708 but I have no record of the names
of his parents. He most likely was already liv-
ing at the Manor House. His son Franciszek
(Francis) is named as a Knight of the Court or
Major Domo at the Manor House. However,
the following generation headed by Szymon
moved to a farm in Jagniówka, most likely on
land provided by the Lord of the Manor. 

After this you can follow the generations
in the document “The P∏achno Line” that I will
revise based on current information.
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This illustration depicts one of the battles of the
Polish-Ottoman War of 1683-98. While some of
the combatants had horses, many did not.


